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Introduction to the Project and project rationale
SMS Social Media Sisterhood project was born thanks to the cooperation between five
organisations from: Sweden, United Kingdom, Portugal and Italy - countries with a long
history and vast experience with migration. The project idea is a result and an attempt to
respond to the existing needs and gaps regarding the social and economic integration of
migrant women in Europe. Development of the project was possible thanks to the support of
the Erasmus+ programme of the European Union.
According to the recent data, female migrants and
refugees fare the worst when it comes to
integrating into new host communities and
expanding the necessary social networks in order
to gain employment or access to support and
services.
Based on United Nations report in 2018, women
made up 48.4% of international migrants. 124.8
million women in the world leave their countries of
origin each year alone. Women are expected to
outnumber men in more developed countries,
especially where the aging population requires
care services.1 In Europe, women already
constitute 51.8% of migrant population.
Migrant, refugee and asylum-seeking women form
a diverse group as regards nationality, age, legal
and social status, professional and personal
situation and characteristics, as well as the reasons
why they leave their countries of origin. Despite differences inside the group there is one
common characteristic connecting all migrants, refugees and asylum-seeking women – the
vulnerability to gender-based violence and discrimination before, during and after the
migration process. Despite the standards established, quite often the measures are
inadequate or do not meet the integration needs of migrant women.
Due to the inequalities faced by women and their role within families and communities,
particular emphasis should be placed on their empowerment. Whether a woman finds herself

1

Migrant, refugee and asylum seeking women and girls in Europe, Produced for the Gender Equality Division
of the Council of Europe, January 2019, https://www.coe.int/en/web/genderequality/migrant-and-refugeewomen-and-girls
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empowered through her migration and integration journey largely depends on the
migration, integration and asylum laws and practice in each particular State. 2
How can we break social isolation and develop employability skills of migrant women?
There is a need to find innovative ways to support female migrants/refugees to build
social capital and networks. SMS aims to do this through tapping into the benefits of Social
Media by training them on social media and soft skills which lead to greater integration and
inclusion within host communities, meanwhile, increasing their future employability and
entrepreneurship prospects and opening up new opportunities for the women.
Research shows that ethnic minority communities encounter social isolation due to
language barriers and cultural differences and that social media has the potential to make a
positive impact on loneliness. At the same time, the EU predicts that by 2020, 90% of all jobs
will require basic digital skills and yet 22% of the EU population have no digital skills at all.3
The SMS project provides women with a highly professional in-class training
programme, online learning platform and HUB as well as networking events. The SMS
partnership stressed a strong cooperation and co-creation of the outputs with migrant
women who were actively participating in all stages of project’s implementation.
According to “Protecting the rights of migrant,
refugee and asylum-seeking women and girls” despite an increasingly large number of highly
qualified migrant women arriving in Europe, migrant
women constitute the largest over-qualified and
under-employed group in Europe, partly due to
greater difficulties in getting their skills recognised.

2

Protecting the rights of migrant, refugee and asylum-seeking women and girls, Council of Europe:
https://rm.coe.int/prems-089319-gbr-2573-protecting-the-rights-of-migrant-refugee-and-asy/168096608a
3
Social Isolation and Loneliness in the UK, Gritffiths, Future Cities Catapult and SMS research activities,
www.theparliamentmagazine.eu/.
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SMS Training Programme and Methodology
Why SMS Learning Programme?
SMS aims to exemplify all the ways in which social media can be of use in becoming an active
part of the new community and can help migrant women improve their employability and
open up new opportunities.
SMS Training Programme is based on an innovative methodology and tailored to the target
group's needs as identified in the Research Report (please find the Report here:
https://smswomen.eu/resources/). Almost 60 women from 4 partner countries participated in
the pilot trainings sharing with us their valuable feedback contributing to the development of
this Guide.
Introduction to Social Media

Facebook – a tool to facilitate integration

Tweeting and Blogging for migrant women

LinkedIn – a tool for networking

Slideshare, YouTube, Instagram

Collaboration Tools

For whom?
If you are a woman with the foreign background, refugee or asylum-seeking women, the SMS
programme is for you! The project addresses newly arrived women who need to create their
new reality and integrate with the host community.
What will the SMS programme give you?
-

high-quality learning opportunity tailored to your needs which will benefit your social
integration increasing future employability skills
access to the information and support on the journey to acquiring digital skills
6

-

peer-to-peer learning
innovative coaching/mentoring methods to empower your skills by using Social Media
to support your personal and professional development in the host communities
opportunity to share and exchange experiences and ideas, as well as, the potential to
build a network with other women
support to successfully integrate into the host community to reduce isolation
experienced by female migrants
opportunity to raise cultural awareness, communication, confidence and selfpresentation skills.

Structure and duration of the course:
-

In-class course consists of 6 different modules which lasts 2 hours each.
Online course takes from 1-3 hours (the time can differentiate according to the
number of activities you complete on the online platform).

Elements of the methodology:
-

-

-

non-formal settings
blended-learning: in-class and web-based learning – combining traditional teaching
alongside practical sessions and peer-to-peer reflective sessions (Mentoring Circles)
emphasis on the emotional and physical safe environment: learners are welcomed
into the new community regardless of language or educational background, gender,
ethnicity or socio-economic status.
participatory approach to learning which involves discussion and using rich visual
materials developed by the practitioners themselves and related to their own
immediate experiences
fun parts of inside activities
promotion of collaborative learning - working together supports cognitive
development and helps learners to become independent thinkers, as well as,
members of a team. These are important skills for settling into a new country.

Access to the online platform and HUB - get access to the SMS programme from wherever
you are!
Thanks to the Online Learning HUB all women can benefit from completing stand-alone
modules of the training programme at any time, place and pace.
The Online Hub provides access to learning materials as well as a platform where women
trained as 'Social Media Migrant Sisters' through the SMS project can support other women
in social media skills development.
To access the online materials go to: https://hub.smswomen.eu/
Transferability potential
The programme is being developed with a women-only focus but could be easily adapted also
to suit the needs of male migrants/refugees to support social integration as well as increasing
employability/employment options by updating digital skills and widening networks.
7

Presentation of 6 Modules + Mentoring Circles™
Module 1 Introduction to social media - how to use social media and apps to
connect with your community

Short overview of the module
The chances are that you have probably already come across social media in some form or
another before. Common platforms such as Facebook, Twitter & Instagram can be used to
connect with friends and family across the world.
Social media is part of the broad range of digital technologies that people use to communicate
and interact with their community, learn about cultural values and build confidence to
become part of their new community. SMS aims to demonstrate all the ways in which social
media can be useful in becoming an active part of your community and can help you improve
your employability.
Tips for readers: how can I benefit from using social media?
1.
The aim of this first module is to explore how social media can help you engage in
your community and spot professional opportunities.
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-

Social media can help you to keep in contact with friends and family outside of your
new country. Making a Facebook or Skype account can help.
Social Media can assist you in identifying employment opportunities in your new
country.
Some online platforms can help you familiarise yourself with your local community
and find events or groups in your area related to your interests.

2.
We will also explore the key concept of a “Digital Footprint” and how to safely
navigate online and use social media.
-

What are the differences between a ‘passive’ and an ‘active’ digital footprint?
How do we manage our personal information online safely?

While it may not always be immediately obvious, almost any online activity (including using
social media platforms) leaves behind a digital footprint. Digital Footprint refers to one’s trace
or trail of data, which is created while using the Internet. This includes all activities and actions
using digital devices – laptop, Smartphone, etc. Websites, emails and submitted information
to online services all leave traces of personal information about yourself available to others
online. It’s important to remember the following on leaving your digital footprint online:
When using a social media platform be mindful of the information it may ask for when making
an account, some details such as your name and age may be required (meaning that you have
to include these details in order to create an account) whereas others such as phone number
will only be requested (meaning that you don’t have to include these details if you’d prefer
not to. Thus, when signing up to a website it’s wise to consider what information to include
and what not to include.
3.
Finally, we will explore the notion of “Digital Citizenship” and some important issues
such as Cyberbullying and Hate Speech.
-

-

A digital citizen refers to a person utilising information technology (IT) in order to
engage in society, politics, and government
There are a wide range of platforms available to access information on services you’re
entitled to such as www.gov.uk where you can access information and advice
regarding visas, childcare, benefits, tax and many more services provided by the
government. You can also access similar information on a local level through Sheffield
City Council www.sheffield.gov.uk/.
You can also get involved with online platforms that help you get your opinion heard.
These include www.change.org which is a platform used globally to start campaigns
on issues important to them and lobby decision makers. Similarly,
https://petition.parliament.uk/ and https://www.theyworkforyou.com/ both allow
you an insight into government and ways to get involved in petitioning parliament and
your MP.

Internet freedom and neutrality are principles that are at the foundation of digital citizenship
and its associated responsibilities. This is closely related to our discussions of responsible
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rights and responsibilities. Stealing or causing damage to other people’s work, identity or
property on the internet should be forbidden (and is forbidden in most cases).
Other examples of unacceptable behaviours online are publishing websites that are belittling
and/or slanderous to others; hacking into another person’s computer information,
downloading music illegally, plagiarizing, or creating and distributing worms, viruses, or
Trojan Horses are unethical acts regardless of whether school or personal property is
involved.

Module 2 Facebook as a tool to facilitate your stay and integration into the new
community

Short overview of the module
You are probably already using Facebook to connect with family or friends or even if not, you
have probably heard about this American online social media launched in 2004, by Mark
Zuckerberg. We can assume that you already make part of the community of 2.2 billion
monthly users worldwide but are a mindful user, aware of privacy settings and your
reputation online? Are you sure to get the most of Facebook features?
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It’s time to consider this social media channel as an effective way to grow your network,
to brand yourself online through the content you create and a place to connect with a
potential employer.
If you have moved from one country to the other, social media is the first source for
settlement information. In the digital era, with one click you become a member of a larger
community. Without going out from home you can stay updated and get notified about all
upcoming events inside your community facilitating your integration process.
We hope that at the end of the course you will be able to care more about your online
presence and social media active communication benefiting your social and economic
inclusion into the host country.
Tips for readers: how can I benefit from Facebook features?
1. We try to reflect on how Facebook can help youafter you arrive in the new country.
- Facebook gives the possibility of maintaining strong ties with family and friends.
- Facebook allows to get information and orientation from other newcomers
directly.
- Social media contacts are relevant to organizing the process of migration and
integration.
- Facebook offers a rich source of insider knowledge on migration that is discrete
and unofficial. This makes potential migrants ‘streetwise’ when undertaking
migration.
- More? What could you add?
Those are some of positive aspects of using social media. Being on Facebook does not
always guarantee that people behave in an inappropriate way. Although, social media users
are obliged to follow the rules (more about on our platform: General Social Media DOS and
DONTs rules).
2 When creating a Facebook account, pay attention to the privacy settings. Check to
make sure everything looks to be in order by hitting the 'View As' function. Take the
time to make sure that what you post is seen only by who you want to see it, not by
the world.
3. Facebook is the second most popular social network for recruiters. Don’t ignore
Facebook while job searching! Facebook gives you the chance to interact directly with
the company through their page or networking with people who already work for the
company. Remember - employee referrals are ranked as the best quality by recruiters
– what does it mean for you? Network with people who are already inside the
company you are interested to work for. Well-established personal contacts should
never be underestimated. Be engaged and proactive in your communications - follow
career experts, talk to your contacts, join Groups, then post and join the discussion.
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4. Facebook Job Search – it works! Results of the survey: “Using Facebook after Losing a
Job” shows that communication with strong ties is more predictive of finding
employment within three months.
5. In February 2017, Facebook opened its new job board feature, where employers can
post jobs directly to their company page or a specific jobs page and job seekers can
apply to them immediately through Facebook. Have a look on your newsfeed and
Select the "Jobs" tab. You can narrow down your search by specifying location,
industry, and job type you are interested in and apply for job opportunities directly
from Facebook.
6. Facebook offers you the way to promote yourself, stand out, and get hired.
Remember that a successful online appearance is possible only when you are aware
about your characteristics. Keep your profile coherent. In our course you will find
activities which helps to increase awareness about your talents and previously
unrecognised skills.

Module 3 Tweeting and Blogging for migrant women

Short overview of the module
Do you know that Twitter is a micro blogging site? Is the most common in the world, with
288M users per month, 500M tweets per day, and 80% mobile monthly users. Even if some
countries don’t use that much Twitter, it is definitely a good social media to use. It is easy to
12

use on computer, tablets or smartphones. It is a service for friends, family, and co-workers
to communicate and stay connected through the exchange of quick, frequent messages - ‘the
tweets. Each tweet may contain photos, videos, links and up to 140 characters of text. Tweets
are very easy to post and send to followers and it is very easy to search and follow information
on Twitter. It is a good tool to keep in touch with origin family and friends, and also, to engage
with new ones in the new country. Furthermore, it has functionalities to help to find a job or
specific information.
Besides micro blogging, you can also engage in blogging. A blog it is a sort of personal journal
published on the internet, displayed by date (the most recent on top), but is possible to mark
and search by theme. Usually a blog is handled by a single person but can also be run by a
small group of people. A blog, most of the time, is created under a theme, but can have the
format of a diary, events that happen to a person, who present it in the blog. A blog can be
useful for you to follow and get information relevant to you. It is also possible that you can
have a blog and this way you can present yourself in a more complete and original way to
others, namely employers.
Participating in this module you will have the opportunity to explore these tools and be more
connected to what is happening in your region, and also to have proactive behaviours in
search of a job.
Tips for readers: how can I benefit from Twitter and Blogging?
1. Creating a Twitter account, appropriate for professional use. The photo and Twitter
bio should be carefully included, so potential employers can be positively impressed.
2. Searching for themes and events in your region, you can keep track of what is
happening and participate, be present, enhancing your contacts with local people,
your network will grow.
3. Look for enterprises or workers in the sector where you would like to work and
became follower. Retweet messages, post some,and comment, so you become more
visible for potential employers.
4. Use several tools and resources on Twitter to look for a job.
5. Present yourself as knowledgeable, by posting tweets on your professional sector,
and thus attract attention of potential employers.
6. Search and follow for blogs that can help you to engage in the new country such as
the experience of other migrants, organisations that provide interesting events,
provide information of services in the area, and so on.
7. Create your own blog so people can know a bit more of you and you can present
yourself in a more complete way. Could be about your experience as a migrant, a
mother or aprofessional. This way you also have an objective to achieve, like creating
a post every week, to keep you active.
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Module 4 LinkedIn - The world’s largest social media platform for professional
networking and recruiting

Short overview of the module

LinkedIn is a professional social media platform - it's like Facebook but for your professional
career. It is used by more than 540 million users in over 200 countries all over the world. It
was founded in 2002 in the United States and is today owned by Microsoft Inc.
LinkedIn is for anybody and everybody who's interested in taking their professional life more
seriously by looking for new opportunities to grow their careers and to connect with other
professionals. In many countries LinkedIn is the premier source for recruiters to find
candidates to fill a position. Over 3 million jobs are listed at any one time on LinkedIn
After completing this course our aim is that you will have one of the most searchable profiles
on LinkedIn and thereby attracting recruiters and employers to your profile. The aim is also
that you know how to market yourself and your area of expertise as well as know how to build
the best professional network for you.
Tips for readers: how can I benefit from LinkedIn features?
1. By creating a Professional profile showing your past experiences and skills as well as
your soft skills you have a digital CV that is updated and searchable by anyone. You
14

2.
3.

4.
5.

will attract recruiters and other professional businesspeople to your profile. Increasing
your possibility of getting a new job.
By using LinkedIn’s very easy to use function of connecting with other users you can
quickly build a network around you.
The job searching engine on LinkedIn is very easy to use. You can search for specific
job titles, geographical areas or specific companies or make a random search for all
jobs listed for a specific time period.
By using content flow in the “Home” page and by joining different groups you can find
out what is happening and the latest news in your professional fields.
Marketing your knowledge and skills by commenting and posting content

Module 5 - Slideshare, YouTube, Instagram, Google photos and Flickr

Short overview of the module
In the 5th module of SMS, the focus stays on discovering and developing the soft and hard
skills.
In order to manage the online media well, we would need someone that already "discovered
the wheel", to guide us through and this is the reason why we are here where we will start
our journey in how to use online publication tools using – Slideshare, Youtube, Instagram,
Picasa and Flickr.
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Why do we use social media? Most of us use it for finding a job, a house, a more secure
environment, expanding our network, joining communities and groups that share believes
and values smilar with ours. When we are arriving in a country, we are in the position of not
being so connected with locals. We lack our social networks and feel insecure regarding how
to relate with others. The online enviroment give us a bigger freedom from this regard and
there is space to express yourself. It helps you to get in contact with diffrent neworks that
exist in the arrival country by presenting yourself using pictures, videos and sharing believes
and values wich will connect you with other individuals, organisations, forums, hubs and
communities.
Tips for readers: how can I benefit from using SlideShare, YouTube, Instagram, Picasa and
Flickr?
1. SlideShare is an American hosting service for professional content including
presentations, infographics, documents and videos. It can be used to share your
previous work experience and promote yourself to future employees. You can do
that by uploading files privately or publicly in PowerPoint, Word, PDF or
OpenDocument format. Content can then be viewed on the site itself, on handheld
devices or embedded on other sites. The website was originally meant to be used for
businesses to share slides among employees more easily, but it also has expanded to
become the host of many slides that are uploaded merely to entertain. Although the
website is primarily a slide hosting service, it also supports documents, PDFs, videos
and webinars. SlideShare also provides users the ability to rate, comment on and share
the uploaded content.
2. YouTube allows you to upload, view, rate, share, add to playlists, report, comment on
videos and subscribe to other users. It offers a wide variety of user-generated and
corporate media videos. Available content includes video clips, TV show clips, music
videos, short and documentary films, audio recordings, movie trailers, live streams,
and other content such as video blogging, short original videos, and educational
videos. Most of the content on YouTube is uploaded by individuals but media
corporations including CBS, the BBC, Vevo, and Hulu offer some of their material via
YouTube as part of the YouTube partnership program. Unregistered users can only
watch videos on the site, while registered users are permitted to upload an unlimited
number of videos and add comments to videos. Videos deemed potentially
inappropriate are available only to registered users affirming themselves to be at least
18 years old.
3. Instagram (also known as IG or Insta) is a photo and video-sharing social networking
service owned by Facebook Inc. The app allows users to upload photos and videos to
the service, which can be edited with various filters and organized with tags and
location information. An account's posts can be shared publicly or with pre-approved
followers. Users can browse other users' content by tags and locations, and view
trending content. Users can "like" photos and follow other users to add their content
to a feed.
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4. Picasa is a discontinued image organizer and image viewer for organizing and editing
digital photos, plus an integrated photo-sharing website, originally created by a
company named Lifescape (which at that time was incubated by Idealab) in 2002. In
July 2004, Google acquired Picasa from Lifescape and began offering it as freeware.
5. Flickr (pronounced "flicker") is an image hosting service and video hosting service.
Photos and videos can be accessed from Flickr without the need to register an
account, but an account must be made to upload content to the site. Registering an
account also allows users to create a profile page containing photos and videos that
the user has uploaded and grants the ability to add another Flickr user as a contact.
For mobile users, Flickr has official mobile apps for iOS, Android, and an optimized
mobile site.

Module 6 Collaboration Tools and Managing Social Media

Short overview of the module
Social media is most commonly used as a social platform to interact with friends and family,
as well as a valuable tool in finding employment opportunities. However, social media’s
usefulness does not end after you’ve successfully gotten a job. There are many platforms that
can help you in your professional career from day to day.
Social media can be a useful tool in your professional career in collaborating, communicating
and even as a marketing tool. Online tools such as Gmail, Skype and Google drive are all free
17

to use tools that can help you communicate and collaborate with others for work or
personal use. Social media platforms such as Facebook, Twitter and Instagram can also be
used as part of a marketing strategy to spread information about your new business or
enterprise.
Tips for readers: Using collaborative tools & managing social media
1. Learn about some online tools to support communication and collaboration with
others:
- Online communication tools such as Skype (www.skype.com/en/) and Google
Hangouts (https://hangouts.google.com/) users to communicate via video
conferencing across long distances for free. These resources are useful for personal
use (keeping in contact with friends and family overseas) and professional use (holding
meetings with international colleagues)
- Using “Cloud Storage” platforms such as Google Drive (www.google.com/drive/) &
Dropbox (www.dropbox.com/) allows users to share and store documents, pictures
and videos with colleagues online. Using google drive also allows users to create and
work on word documents, spreadsheets and PowerPoint documents online, these are
automatically saved and stored for you to access anytime.
- Another common way to communicate is via email. While many people already have
a personal email, it is a good idea to set up a professional email for job search and
professional communication purposes.
When deciding which email provider to use, keep in mind the various features that different
providers offer. Providers such as Gmail, Outlook and Yahoo all offer features such as email
filtering systems, search capabilities and the ability to send and receive emails, images, videos
and other attachments. Providers such as Gmail also offer features such as an ‘undo send’
button which allows an email to be cancelled a short period after it’s been sent. Gmail is a
particularly popular choice due to its user-friendly design and its integration with other
Google software such as Google Drive.
Tips on choosing an appropriate email:
-

-

Keep it professional: it’s important to use an email which is unique to you, but to keep
it appropriate to use for employability purposes, using your name e.g.
name.surname@emailservice.com
Keep it simple: By keeping it simple like the example above, so it’s easy for you and
others to remember. If the name you use is common, you could use a number or
punctuation to make it unique, e.g. name.surname.90@emailservice.com

2. Learn about planning and managing your Social Media accounts
Social Media platforms are a useful tool for low cost marketing, platforms such as Facebook,
Twitter and Instagram are all effective platforms for advertising goods and services. Tools
such as Canva can also be used to produce marketing materials such as logo’s, flyers and social
media content.
18

-

Managing multiple platforms at once can be challenging, especially when
implementing a specific posting schedule to each. If you find managing multiple
accounts difficult using tools such as Hootsuite (https://hootsuite.com/en-gb/) or
Tweet Deck (Twitter specific) (https://tweetdeck.twitter.com/) can facilitate effective
management of multiple accounts of multiple platforms, to simplify social media
management.

Overview of Mentoring Circles™
Inova Consultancy (UK) developed its Mentoring Circles™ methodology in 2001 for the
purposes of producing an innovative personal development methodology. The Circles™ utilize
coaching, peer mentoring and action learning techniques to assist participants in achieving
their personal, career or enterprise setting goals.
The Circles Methodology can be categorised into 3 distinct types, Enterprise, Career and
Mentoring Circles™. Enterprise circles assist participants in improving their soft skills when
starting up or developing a business. Career Circles™ are used to help participants pursue
growth in their career, make a career change or return to work after a break. Finally,
Mentoring Circles™ support participants in personal reflection and self-development. The
specifics of this is largely dependent on the needs of the user.
SMS Mentoring Circles™ - Purpose & Methodology
Mentoring Circles are comprised of 3 to 4 sessions (each taking place for up to 4 hours) with
5-10 participants. Within each session, participants are given the opportunity to address a
specific issue and receive feedback from the other Circles™ participants. A supportive
atmosphere is maintained through the guidance of a facilitator or mentor so that all group
members can share their challenges and surpass them.
Mentoring Circles have proven beneficial during periods of change in participant
employment, entrepreneurial learning or self-development settings. The benefits of
successfully completing the Mentoring Circles™ is participants increased confidence and
reduced isolation, by people connecting with each other in a meaningful way.
The Circles Methodology™ has been implemented previously in a range of projects
throughout Europe by a range of professionals, including occupational therapists, coaches,
human resources experts, organisational development consultants and female
entrepreneurs.
Self-efficacy is the primary focus of the Mentoring Circles™. Self-efficacy is the belief a person
holds regarding their power to affect situations. Therefore, self-efficacy is influential on the
choices a person makes. By altering a person’s self-belief in a positive manner, a person or
organisation can improve their ability to complete tasks and/or reach goals.
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The methodology is comprised of the following 4 key aspects:
-

-

Performance accomplishments: Helping participants re-visit past successes in their
professional history. The entails completing self-appraisals and exploration activities.
Vicarious learning: Participants can observe and learn from other participants and
through learning from the facilitator.
Emotional arousal: Using relaxation training and adaptive self-talk in order to improve
self-efficacy. This also involves helping participants to become aware of negative selftalk.
Verbal persuasion/encouragement: Facilitators provide positive affirmations and
encouragement for participants.

A skills assessment is completed by participants prior to beginning the first session. This is
done to assess the participants initial ‘soft skills’ skillset. At the conclusion of the sessions, the
same assessment is completed again to assess the improvement of participants.
Mentoring Circles™ - Suitability for SMS
Mentoring Circles™ have been used on several projects in the past involving improving
participants employability, social integration skills and digital skills. As part of SMS,
participants will be able to improve their social integration and digital media skills through
learning to use social media as a platform to maintain their current support network and then
extending this to their new community. Using action learning, members will have the
possibility to raise an issue and in reply the facilitator and other participants will ask questions
in effort to help guide them to their own answers through self-reflection.
Scribe video for SMS Mentoring Circles™

4

4

https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCCkZ6VAMw5OImhUbB-qVtNQ
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Feedback from Insiders – what women who participated in the
SMS Training Programme think about it?
“You'll feel so homesick that you'll want to die, and there's nothing you can do about it apart from endure it. But you will,
and it won't kill you. And one day, the sun will come out you might not even notice straight away-it'll be that faint. And then
you'll catch yourself thinking about something or someone who has no connection with the past. Someone who's only
yours. And you'll realize that this is where your life is.”
Brooklyn a moving story of Eilis Lacey

Testimonials from Pilot 1 SMS Training












"excellent sessions"
"discovered a new world and websites to search for a job"
“Highly recommend”
“the sessions exceeded my expectations with a comfortable place, friendly
environment and friendly trainer"
“I have never searched for a job on Facebook but now I will try”
“This course helps me to become more independent”
“I learned new things and enriched my skills about branding and how to present
myself”
“It was very informative and supportive”
“Exceeded my expectations”
“Always look forward to learning something new”
“The ability to discuss my plan openly and share my ideas with others”
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FINAL OVERALL EVALUATION

3

4

5

5

5

Serie 1

PROGRAMME MET PROGRAMME HAS
THE
A POSITIVE
EXPECTATIONS
IMPACT ON MY
GROWTH

THE DURATION
WAS JUST RIGHT

THE TRAINER
ACTIVELY
INVOLVED ME

I RECEIVED
SUPPORT IN
BETWEEN
SESSIONS

Let’s meet Lucy who participated in our course. Listen to her experiences with our
methodology.

5

5

https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCCkZ6VAMw5OImhUbB-qVtNQ
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Country background
The social and economic integration of migrant, refugee and asylum-seeking women and girls
also depends on their access to health, housing, education as well as language courses and
other integration programmes. Yet female access to these rights is often difficult. Barriers
relating to their level of education and in certain cases, illiteracy, cause confusion between
rights attached to different migration statuses among migrants and officials alike. It can also
hinder access to services and a lack of information regarding the organisation of health
services and the costs of these services.
In order to respond to the need of information, the SMS project partners prepared a short
overview of existing practices available in Sweden, Portugal, UK and Italy.
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Reception of Migrants in Sweden

6

Basic information on Reception of migrants in Sweden
General information

6

Migrationsverket – the government migration office that grants all sorts
of applications regarding stay in Sweden. It can be for temporary visits or
permanents. As a foreigner, this is the first agency you need to get
approval from. At Migrationsverket you can find all types of information
regarding immigration, way to integrate in the society, legal framework
and services.
Skatteverket - the Swedish tax office that will issue your Personal
Identification Number (Personnummer), the “key” for getting inside the
Swedish society. There are 2 types of this kind of identification. First is the
coordination number (Samordningsnummer), that is possible to take for
almost anyone coming to Sweden, just by register to Arbetsformedlingen,
and the second one is available mostly for the ones that have a working
contract over 50% for at least 6 months.

https://www.caritas.org/2019/09/semaine-daction-mondiale-de-2019/?lang=fr
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Language

S.F.I. – Swedish Language for Migrants Training, offers free language
courses in Swedish. In order to attend them you need to have been
granted temporary or permanent stay.

Services for women

The Governmental Social Services
Kvinnofridslinjen is Sweden’s national helpline for women who have been
subjected to threats and physical, psychological and sexual violence.
Forsakringskassan - financial support given by the state via the tax
system.
Support group - is working with associations, groups and individuals who
want to empower and help asylum seekers, refugees, migrants, migrants
in Sweden and around the world by encouraging their own initiatives, and
helping them to establish local Support Groups.
Services for incest victims - nxtME is a non-profit organization that offers
free support and assistance for those who have been or are exposed to
incest.
Services for women migrant - IKF is a place where women from all over
the world are introduced to Sweden. What is really specific for IKF is that
of avoiding stigmatisation and put the integration of the migrant’s
women at a totally different level. That level is to connect and support
women with different background, based on their skills and knowledge
and not under the label of being migrants.

Housing

Blocket.se- offers a wide range of different accommodation options,
from entire houses to single rooms, all over Sweden. Click on 'bostad', the
'uthyres' category if you're looking to sub-let, then enter what exactly
you're looking for; alternatively, you can pay to post your own advert so
potential landlords can contact you directly. Blocket is in Swedish
only.You can also try your chance on: Bostad Direkt, Qasa,
Residensportalen, BoPunkten.se, The Local's Noticeboard Student
housing.
The Swedish Student Accommodation Association runs a useful site to
help students search for accommodation in all Swedish university towns
and cities. Other websites are: Studentstaden, Stifelsen Stockholms
Studentbostäder, Studentbostäder, Studentlya.nu.

Health

The Website of the Ministry of Health

Training and
Employment

Arbetsformedlingen – an Employment Agency, dealing with job search as
well with training for jobseekers.

Online platform
Online APP

MILSA platform - one of the national platform that gives access to
information about Sweden.
MILSA education platform is supported by the European Social Fund and
the Ministry of Social Affairs. The project collaborates with universities,
county administrative boards, experts in various areas of business and
various idea-based organizations at both national and international level.
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Reception of Migrants in the UK
Basic information on Reception of migrants in United Kingdom
General information GOV.UK – access to government services and information.
A brief overview of the various services available to people settling in the
UK and what services you may or may not be entitled to. This also includes
links to various applications necessary to take up residency in the UK
(https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/moving-to-the-unitedkingdom).
The Citizen Advice Bureau they can be found based all throughout the UK
and offer free, confidential, impartial and independent advice on a wide
range of topics including benefits, housing, legal matters and employment.
Language

There are a wide range of online courses available to learn English,
including several (free) mobile applications that can be used on the go,
such as Duolingo or Memrise.
British Council offers a wide range of resources and teaching styles, the
site also offers English courses for learning English suitable for a wide
range of age groups, as well as adults.

Services for women

Women’s aid - support services for women and children coming from a
wide range of backgrounds, including victims of violence and domestic
abuse.
Support is also provided through local council services, who can signpost
women to the facilities available to them for support on a local level.

Housing

Local city council services
Money saving expert - tips on privately renting a house or flat. This online
resource is also great for tips on a wide range of topics such as saving
money, smart shopping and sourcing good deals on bills/utilities.

Health

The NHS website offers a large variety of information on available services,
including support to help you maintain your wellbeing. This online
resource can also help you locate a GP, dentist, pharmacy and urgent care
services in your area and support you in the process of registration for
these services.

Training and
Employment

Platform GOV.UK - careers and skills training is widely available online;
GOV.UK offers a comprehensive source of resources on how to access
career services online. This source also offers information on your rights
when working in the UK.

Online platform
Online APP

GOV.UK offers a detailed outline of the asylum process in the UK. While
many online resources and private organisations can also support this
process gov.uk provides the most up to date, comprehensive guide to
what you will need for this process.
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Reception of Migrants in Italy
Reception of migrants in Italy
General information

Language

Services for women

Vivere e lavorare in Italia - website developed by the Ministry of
Labour and Social Policies with the collaboration of the Ministry of
the Interior and the Ministry of Education
SIPROIMI Protection System for Beneficiaries of International Protection
and for Unaccompanied called until 2018 SPRAR.
SIPROIMI is to provide support for each individual in the reception
system, through an individual programme designed to enable that person
to regain a sense of independence, and thus enjoy effective involvement
in life in Italy, in terms of employment, housing and access to local
services and social interaction as well as scholastic integration for minors.
Applying for asylum in Italy - you can submit an application for asylum
either at the Border Police upon arrival, or at the Immigration Office of
the Police - “questura”.
“IN.CO.NT.RO” - a register of organisations and institutions offering
services to immigrants.
Bologna cares! - the project SPRAR of the town of Bologna.
Bologna Municipality, free of charge Italian language courses.
Centro per l’istruzione degli adulti (CPIA) - Italian language courses and
training for adults.
Casa delle Donne - services for women victims of violence.
Intercultural Centre for Women

Housing

Portale Integrazione Migranti guide on how to find an accommodation in
Italy.
Flash Govani - tips on how to find/rent a house.

Health

Website of the Ministry of Health, Assistenza sanitaria per stanieri.

Training and
Employment

FlashGiovani.it - Training for adult learners, Internships offers,
professional vocational training.
FlashGiovani.it – Municipality of Bologna, Tips how to write a CV, where
to find an employment agency.
Platform for work search ClickLavoro.
Hi HERE APP for the reception which develops 15 multilingual sheets
illustrating the basics of the right to asylum, the Italian reception system
and the aid to integration, to encourage knowledge and awareness
(available in Italian, English and French).
The Virtual Volunteer, which supports migrants with vital, reliable
information, is a project developed by the International Federation of Red
Cross and Red Crescent Societies to support National Societies provide
quality information to migrants in their countries and beyond.
Airbnb, famous platform used for home sharing, launch a new project:
Open Homes Refugees. In collaboration with the Municipality of Milano,
Refugees Welcome Italia and Comunità di Sant'Egidio.

Online platform
Online APP
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Reception of Migrants in Portugal
Basic information on Reception of migrants in Portugal
General information

Alto Comissariado para a Migrações is governmental organisation, the
High Commission for Migration (ACM, I.P.). Their mission is the
integration of immigrants, added to the inclusion of new Portuguese
citizens, as well as to the connection and support for non-residents
Portuguese citizens. Providing migration services tailored to new profiles
has been one of the largest projects of this new High Commission.

Language

Being the fundamental Portuguese language for the integration of
migrants, the PPL Portuguese for Immigrants association founded a
course that offers 150 hours of training for 3 months to promote
dialogue.

Services for women

Associação Portuguesa de Apoio à Vítima, is an Association to support
victims, with special focus on women, with specific services for victims of
sexual violence, support to migrant and discrimination victim; domestic
violence; terrorism victims.
AMCV – Association of Women Against Violence - combat to all forms of
gender violence and discrimination.
UMAR – women union.

Housing

The Local Immigrant Integration Support Center (CLAII) - this centre is a
decentralized service and information space aimed at providing answers
to the needs of immigrant reception and integration. These responses to
the level of regularization of the migratory situation, nationality, housing,
work, etc.

Health

ACM/HEALTH - all foreign citizens are entitled to assistance in health.
Here you can get all the relevant information about the National Health
System in Portugal in order to be able to use the services.

Training and
Employment

GIP (Immigrant Job Centres Network) is a centre, which offers an active
job search and personalized follow-up of the unemployed people during
the integration or reintegration phase.

Online platform
Online APP

Centro de Intervenção para o Desenvolvimento Amílcar Cabral - it is a
non-profit association recognized as a Public Utility Institution and as a
Non-Governmental Development Organization (NGDO). It is based on
solidarity, justice in international relations, recognition and appreciation
of local identities and resources to promote solidarity among peoples.
Instituto Marquês de Vale Flôr - a private charity and non-governmental
organization for development (NGDO). This focuses on countries with the
official Portuguese language. The main objective of the institution is the
promotion of human dignity, equality of rights and opportunities.
Plataforma Portuguesa para os Direitos da Mulher - non-profit social,
cultural and humanistic association whose members are ONGDMs.
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SMS Partnership
IKF (Sweden) Project Coordinator

The International Women’s Organisation in Malmö has a vision
of a world where all are equal, responsible, showing solidarity
and mutual respect. It is a politically and religiously
independent organisation that empowers and supports women
with
integration
to
the
Swedish
society
(http://www.ikf.se/about-ikf/).
Inova Consulting (United Kingdom)

Inova is based in Sheffield (UK) and aims to improve lives by
supporting individuals to fulfil their potential. Inova provides
training programmes funded by the European Commission in
the area of entrepreneurship and career development, with a
focus
on
diversity
and
equal
opportunities
(https://www.inovaconsult.com/).
WITEC (Sweden)
WITEC (European Association for women in SET) was set up in 1988
and has 30 years of experience working in the promotion and
support of girls and women in STEM. WITEC has national
coordinators in more than 10 European countries
(https://www.witec.se/).
AidLearn (Portugal)

HR Consulting enterprise, based in Lisbon (Portugal), and
focused on improving the competencies of Portuguese
population. It is a training provider all over the country, and
highly
experienced
in
European
projects
(https://www.aidlearn.pt/en/).
STePS (Italy)

STEePS pioneers approaches to formal and non-formal learning
to enable personal growth as well as inclusive and sustainable
change in organisations and territories. STePS elaborates and
manages demand-driven projects aiming at the empowerment
of individuals through personalised, collaborative and
participative learning (https://www.stepseurope.it/).
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7

7

Women on the Move: https://apps.who.int/iris/bitstream/handle/10665/259495/WHO-FWC-GER-17.2eng.pdf;jsessionid=8C746DAE2DBFEF282093C773D37F00BB?sequence=1
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